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Abstract. In DHT-based peer to peer systems, migration-based load balancing schemes
employing virtual servers as their fundamental mechanism have been shown to be the
most viable strategy for load balancing when workload may shift dynamically as time pro-
gresses. However, all previous proposals must employ a large number of virtual servers
to be effective, resulting in two severe problems. First, they incur excessive overheads.
Secondly, they induce significant inconsistency in DHT routing state due to node churn.
To solve the problems, we propose the inclusion of virtual server management strate-
gies and an active stabilization mechanism. The virtual server management strategies
intelligently manage the discard and creation of virtual serves. In our more aggressive
virtual server discard strategy, the overheads of virtual server-based systems can be made
to approach that of non-virtual-server-based systems, with a slight increase in workload
imbalance. In our adaptive virtual server management strategy, it can maintain a level of
virtual servers depending on system utilization, and system workload can be made to be
as balanced as that in previous proposals that employ more virtual servers. Coupled with
the active stabilization mechanism, our proposal solves the routing state inconsistency
problem, while reducing the operating overheads significantly. All of our proposals can
improve query success performance, as we always employ less virtual servers.
Keywords: DHT-based peer to peer systems, Virtual servers, Active stabilization mech-
anism, Workload imbalance, System utilization, System workload

1. Introduction. Structured overlay networks based on distributed hash tables (DHT)
have been found to be a versatile paradigm and have been widely applied in many domains
[7,9,13,16-18,20,23,30]. These systems are characterized by autonomy, scalability, among
many other desirable features. However, scalability of the systems critically depends on
the extent to which the systems can effectively balance the workload among the peers so
that the collective capacity of all peers can be utilized. One of the fundamental objectives
for workload balance is peer network bandwidth utilization [1,5,8,12,15,19,21,22]. The
other popular objective is the storage space when objects are to be stored [7,15,19,20].
In this paper, we consider the load balance problem when the objective is network band-
width. The DHT ID-space, or DHT space for short, model for structured overlay networks
considered in this paper is the popular logical ring model, which has been used in Chord,
among others [18]. In this model, the peers and objects are placed on the ring and peers
are responsible for objects whose IDs fall in non-overlapping parts of the ring, also called
zones or segments [21]. The load balance problem in the ring model has typically been
viewed as a zone partitioning problem; that is, the goal is to partition the zones among
the nodes so that the DHT space is evenly partitioned, or proportional to each node’s
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capacities. Following [21], let fmax be the ratio of the largest zone size to the average zone
size. It is well known that fmax is Θ(log n) with high probability if a random location
is selected as a peer’s ID [11]. A natural extension is to sample d random points in the
ID space and choose the largest zone to split into two halves. A different strategy is to
enable each peer to instantiate multiple logical instances, called virtual servers (VS), and
let each VS be responsible for a zone. It is known that, in the case of homogeneous system
capacities, having Θ(log n) instances per physical node reduces fmax to a constant factor
[7].
Note that the zone partitioning approach to the load balance problem [21] can only deal

with applications whose workloads are static; that is, the system workload does not shift
in the DHT ID space with time. As the workload of real overlay network applications
may evolve over time, a balanced overlay network may become imbalanced as the system
evolves. To solve this issue, systems based on VS migrations must be used, including
k-choices [12], the Many-to-Many algorithm with dislodge (abbreviated as M2M) [15,19],
Hsiao’s proposal [8] and GBS [22], because they can dynamically move the VS to different
physical nodes if necessary. Experiments have shown these systems to be effective for load
balancing in networks whose workload may evolve dynamically [1,5,8,12,15,19,22]. In the
following, Hsiao’s proposal [8] and GBS [22] will not be discussed further as they assume
a fixed set of virtual servers, and do not include virtual server management actions.
Even though these systems have been proven to enable high load balance performance,

they all require a large number of virtual servers to effectively maintain the balance of
workloads. As an example, we performed a detailed study of the changes in the number
of VSs in M2M and k-choices in scenarios when system total workload is either light or
heavy. Figure 1 depicts the evolution of average number of virtual servers per peer in
M2M and k-choices (denoted by KC in the figure) as time progresses. M2M employs a
fixed number of VSs, while k-choices tries to be adaptive. The behavior of k-choices is
particularly interesting. In Figure 1(a), when the workload is light, the number of VSs
increases continually over time in k-choices as time progresses, while in Figure 1(b), the
number of VSs remains relatively unchanged, yet is significantly fewer than that in M2M.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Total number of virtual servers when workload is light; (b)
total number of virtual servers when workload is heavy

The fact that all previous migration-based systems must employ a large number of
VSs to achieve their load balance objective creates two major problems. The first major
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problem is that the large number of VSs incurs significantly more overhead than non-
VS-based systems. For each virtual server, storage space for a routing table must be
maintained. More importantly, the average route length between peers increases when a
larger number of VSs are involved in the system.

The second major problem in migration-based systems is the excessive inconsistency of
the routing state. Even though the Chord stabilization procedures fix finger() and stabi-
lize() have been shown to reasonably maintain the consistency of finger tables [13,14,18],
in a migration-based system, periodic VS migration induces additional, and much more
severe routing state inconsistency problems. The problem is worse when the system uti-
lization is high or attacked [26-29]. In Figure 2, we depict the average percentage of
incorrect finger table entries versus query request rate of M2M. As many as 30% of the
finger table entries are incorrect on average under the original stabilization procedures.
The routing state inconsistency problem is severe, and requires the incorporation of more
mechanisms than the standard Chord stabilization procedures to combat the problem.

Figure 2. Percentage of finger table entries affected by each round of the
load balancing actions

The unique features of our work are two-fold. Our primary contribution is that we pro-
pose a number of VSM strategies that are of fundamental importance to migration-based
load balance strategies. The strategies include a number of pure discard VSM strategies
and an adaptive VSM strategy. Our secondary contribution is that we demonstrate the
necessity of the inclusion of the reverse finger table (RFT) mechanism [9,13] in a VS-based
load balancing system to maintain the routing state consistency when churn rate is high.
The RFT mechanism is shown to be essential for the migration-based systems.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, related works in the literature
are surveyed; in Section 3, we present the design and justification of the proposed VSM
strategies in detail; in Section 4, the performance of the related systems is compared
through an extensive set of simulation experiments to demonstrate the superiority of
our proposals; in Section 5, we present the conclusions of this work and possible future
directions.

2. Related Works. For systems employing virtual servers for load balancing, the di-
mensions of design include join-time VS placement or run-time VS migration placement,
semi-distributed operation via directory node or completely distributed operation, and
virtual-server management strategies. In the following, we examine previous works that
are related to ours.
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k-choices, along with other static load balancing schemes [21] relies mainly on intel-
ligent placement of VSs as nodes join the P2P network. On the other hand, M2M-like
systems rely on periodic VS migration to achieve load balance. k-choices and Y0 [1]
are designed to handle the heterogeneous node capacity aspect of load balance problem,
through intelligent ID selection for VSs at node join time. k-choices creates k VSs at node
join time. For each VS, k random locations are probed to determine a best one at which
to join. Y0 also instantiates Θ(cv logN) VSs for each node of capacity cv. Our focus is on
M2M-like systems, which also instantiates a number of VSs proportional to the capacity
of a node. When a node n with capacity cn joins the system, the number of VS mn to
instantiate is m× (cn/c), with m being a system parameter, and c being the average node
capacity. In contrast to k-choices, M2M places the VSs at random locations, and rely on
periodic VS reassignment to migrate VSs from overloaded nodes to under-loaded nodes.
In this manner, the system can reach a load balanced state.
Another main design dimension is the decision to incorporate directory nodes or not,

which keeps track of load imbalance information of peers and make load balance deci-
sions. GBS and M2M include a directory component in their protocols. In M2M, one or
more of the VSs may be removed from an overloaded physical node and moved to other
physical nodes. In effect, the involved address ranges are transferred to other physical
nodes, with the IDs of the moved VSs unchanged. On the other hand, k-choices, Hsiao’s
proposal [8] and Y0 [1] do not. The directory nodes are a logical component that serves
as rendezvous points for peers to exchange load imbalance information. Strategies that
employ directories have higher load balance performance. Of course, maintaining the di-
rectory components require an extra set of protocols and overhead for their creation and
destruction.
A very important design dimension not explicitly discussed in most of the previous

works is the VS management strategy. A VS management strategy comprises the split
and merge actions taken to control the number of VSs employed in the system. Both k-
choices and M2M employ VSM actions, while Y0 and GBS do not. As our work is based
on the M2M framework, we describe the M2M scheme in more details. M2M’s action
tries to keep the total number of VSs relatively constant, while in keeping with its main
load balancing purpose. First, when the average number of VS in a directory is smaller
than a lower threshold (< 0.75m), the largest VS is split in half. The assignment of the
new VS is determined by the VS reassignment algorithm. Secondly, when the average
number of VSs per node in a directory is larger than an upper threshold (> 1.25m), a
least-loaded VS is removed by the directory node. The general conclusion drawn by both
M2M and k-choices is that employing more VSs improves the load balance performance
of the systems, with decreasing marginal benefit as the number of VSs increases. As the
goal of these systems is load balance, both of the systems tend to create a large number
of VSs, incurring excessive routing overheads, which is the first major problem suffered
by current migration-based systems.
Finally, in [6], the authors investigate how a secure coprocessor may be employed for

voting-based applications. In [10], the authors proposed an authentication protocol for
use in a multiple server distributed setting. Another authentication protocol for use in
a multiple server setting under a time-bound is proposed in [4]. These works examine
security issues that are not addressed in this paper, but are potentially useful for future
enhancement of our results.

3. Proposed Novel Virtual Server Management Policies and Active Stabiliza-
tion. In this section, we first propose a number of virtual server management (VSM)
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policies that are designed to control the number of VSs used in the system without induc-
ing much adverse impact on system performance. Then, we argue for the inclusion of an
active stabilization (AS) component to address the routing state inconsistency problem.
The AS component restores an inconsistent routing state to a consistent state in a speedy
fashion.

We will present our proposals in terms of the M2M framework [15,19]. However, the
concept of VSM is equally important to k-choices and other migration-based systems. The
pseudo codes executed at physical nodes and directory nodes in M2M are shown in Figures
3 and 4, respectively. With respect to the code for a physical node, shown in Figure 3, it
is the same as that in M2M, except for the inclusion of a new physical node level VSM
component (Node-VSM()). At node join time, a node instantiates m = Θ(cv logN) VSs
in proportional to its capacity cv at random locations. It then selects a directory node
to register by invoking RandomDirectory(), which probes two random directory nodes
and returns one with less total number of registered nodes. It then registers with one
by sending information regarding its own capacity and VSs instantiated. Periodically, a
physical node receives VS reassignments directives from a directory and transfer the VS v

to another peer n′ via PerformTransfer(). The Node-VSM component will be discussed
later.

Algorithm for Physical Node

Initialization:
1) Instantiate m = Θ(cv logN) VSs at random locations

2) Send (cv, {vs1, ..., vsm}) to RandomDirectory()

Periodically: Every time period T
1) Receive a list of transfer directives from a directory node

2) PerformTransfer(v, n′) for each transfer directive v → n′

3) Report (cv, {vs1, ..., vsm}) to RandomDirectory()

4) Node-VSM();

Figure 3. Algorithm executed by physical nodes

The code executed by a directory node is depicted in Figure 4. The most important
function of a directory node is to determine a new VS reassignment, the associations
between VSs and the physical nodes, so that system workload imbalance is reduced,
embodied in the ReassignVS() function. The specific VS reassignment algorithm is not
relevant in this paper. In M2M, it suffices to say that ReassignVS() greedily moves
heaviest VSs from overloaded physical nodes to under-loaded physical nodes. Details of
the algorithm can be found in [15,19]. Due to the importance of this procedure, we note
that a number of other VS reassignment algorithms have been proposed in the literature
[5].

After a new reassignment is found, directory nodes informs the physical nodes of the
new assignment via transfer directives, and the physical nodes performs the actual ac-
tions of migrating affected VSs from one physical node to another. In this paper, two
components are added for directory nodes – the Directory-VSM() component and the
ActiveStabilize() component. In the following, we discuss the details in their design.

We first describe below a number of concrete VS pure discard algorithms. We then
describe two directory level policies that combine VS discard and creation mechanisms.
The VS pure discard algorithms are the simplest to implement, while achieving excellent
query success performance and suffering from load balance degradation only slightly.
Specifically, we investigate the following three algorithms in this paper.
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Algorithm for Directory

Initialization:
1) I ← { }
Periodically: Every time period T
Input: time period kp
1) Directory-VSM()

2) reassignment ← ReassignVS (I, kp)
3) ActiveStabilize()

4) Schedule transfers according to reassignment

ReassignVS(I, kp){
//Compute a reassignment of VSs for physical nodes in the current directory so
that the workloads on the physical nodes are as balanced as possible
}

Figure 4. Algorithm executed by directory nodes

√
Node-VSM-ED(Physical Node-level Eager Discard): This is an algorithm imple-

mented at the physical node level, in the Node-VSM() module. The pseudo code is shown
in Figure 5. Each physical node discards one VS periodically without regard to its con-
sequence on the workload of the successor VS, in a completely distributed manner. The
VS being discarded is the lightest one that is associated with it.√

Node-VSM-PD(Physical Node-level Prudent Discard): This is an algorithm im-
plemented at the physical node level, in the Node-VSM() module. The pseudo code is
shown in Figure 6. This algorithm is similar to the previous one. A physical node dis-
cards also periodically, in a distributed manner, one lightest VS. However, the VS being
discarded is the lightest among those whose deletion do not overwhelm their successor
VSs.√

Dir-VSM-CSD (Directory-level Capacity Sensitive Discard): This policy is
implemented on a directory node, in the Directory-VSM() module. The pseudo code is
shown in Figure 7. Each directory aggressively discards VSs on small capacity nodes. It
discards VSs less aggressively on large capacity ones, only when their utilization is larger
than the directory node average.
Note that the Node-VSM-∗ algorithms are invoked by the Node-VSM() procedure in

Figure 3, while the Dir-VSM-∗ algorithms are invoked by the Directory-VSM() procedure
in Figure 4.

Algorithm: Node-VSM-ED()

//Completely Distributed Eager discard
Execution entity: individual physical nodes
Procedure:
1) Sort the workload of all VSs on a physical node;
2) Discard α lightest VSs on itself if the number of VSs is > VSmin

Figure 5. Node-level eager discard algorithm

We next present two directory level policies that combine VS discard and creation
mechanisms. Even though we have also investigated a completely distributed node-level
VS Discard and Creation policy based on mechanisms inspired by k-choices, we do not
present its results here as its performance is inferior to those presented. The first one is
similar to the original M2M algorithm.
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Algorithm: Node-VSM-PD()

1) Discard α lightest VSs on itself only if the successor VS
can accept the workload and if the number of VSs is > VSmin

Figure 6. Node-level prudent discard algorithm

Algorithm: Dir-VSM-CSD()

//Capacity Sensitive discard
1) For all physical nodes n in this directory
2) if (n’s utilization is > directory average utilization ∥ n’s capacity
is < directory average capacity)
3) Discard α lightest VSs on n if the number of VSs on n is > VSmin

Figure 7. Directory-level capacity-sensitive discard algorithm

Algorithm: Dir-VSM-M2M()

1) while average number of VSs per node is > 1.25m
2) Remove the least loaded VS
3) while average number of VSs per node is < 0.75m,
4) Split the largest loaded VS in half

Figure 8. Directory-level M2M VSM algorithm

Algorithm: Dir-VSM-Adaptive(){
//Try to create VS if necessary
1) If the average utilization of physical nodes in the directory is γ%
2) Split β heaviest VS into half
//Try to discard unnecessary VSs using the Node-VSM-PD – strategy
3) for all physical nodes in this directory
4) Discard α lightest VSs on a physical node only if the successor VS
can accept the workload and if the number of VSs is > VSmin

Figure 9. Adaptive directory-level combined creation and discard algorithm

√
Dir-VSM-M2M (Directory-level M2M VSM algorithm): This algorithm is similar

to the original M2M VSM algorithm executed by directory nodes, except that in our
algorithm the VSM actions are taken before VS reassignment. The pseudo code is shown
in Figure 8. Including an algorithm similar to the original M2M VSM algorithm is mostly
for completeness’ sake in performance comparisons.√

Dir-VSM-Adaptive (Directory-level Adaptive VSM algorithm): The pseudo
code of Dir-VSM-Adaptive algorithm is shown in Figure 9. In the algorithm, directory
nodes perform VSM actions periodically. The idea is that when the average utilization
of physical nodes in a directory reaches a certain threshold γ%, a number β of VSs are
created by splitting the heaviest VSs in the directory. In addition, all possible excess VSs
are discarded as usual using a strategy similar to the Node VSM PD algorithm. Both
VS discard and creation are performed in each invocation of the algorithm, resulting in
speeding corrective actions even when some locations are overloaded and simultaneously
some other locations are under-loaded.

The Reverse Finger Table Active Stabilization Mechanism. To deal with the
routing state consistency problem, we propose to augment each node n with a reverse
finger table (RFT), which is also called inverse finger table in [14] and has been studied in
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detail recently [9]. A RFT contains the set of nodes that use n as a neighbor. Each node
stores information regarding these nodes in its RFT, along with their associated physical
node addresses. Maintenance of RFT is actively performed. It is implemented via the
call to ActiveStabilize () in the algorithm for directory nodes, as depicted in Figure
4. The ActiveStabilize algorithm involves simply a call to RFT manage() procedure,
which performs two important operations. First, after a decision is made to reassign a
VS n from an old physical node to a new one, both the old node and the new node are
informed of the reassignment. Each node then sends an update packet to all physical
nodes referenced to by the RFTs in the VSs associated with this physical node. All
affected VSs can then update their finger tables immediately, preserving the routing state
consistency. Secondly, when a VS is discarded, its associated physical node is informed,
which then performs a similar action to update the finger tables of affected VSs.

Algorithm: ActiveStabilize()

1) RFT manage()

Discussion of Our Strategies. A number of issues are not addressed in this paper.
First, security issues are not addressed in this paper. Security related issues must be
addressed before our design can be deployed in the real world. A number of research
works [4,6,10] have proposed schemes that may be fruitfully incorporated into our design
and will be explored in the future. Secondly, in terms of computation cost, our strategies
add only overheads for reverse finger table maintenance. However, as will be shown in
the performance evaluation section, the cost is minimal.

4. Performance Evaluation. We compare the performance of the proposed VSM al-
gorithms against the original M2M and k-choices schemes to illustrate the benefits of our
schemes in this section. The evaluations are done using the P2Psim simulator [25], for
the case when the target for load balance is network bandwidth. In the experiments, for
M2M and k-choices, the active stabilization operations are not performed, so that their
results are consistent with those reported in the literature.

4.1. Experiment setup. To obtain a complete view of the performance, we have used
metrics for evaluating load balance, query success and overhead performance of the al-
gorithms, including the following. 1) Routing table consistency, which is defined as the
average percentage of erroneous finger table entries. 2) 99th percentile node utilization,
which is a measure for the load balance performance. The maximum of 99th percentile
utilization is defined to be the maximum of the 99th percentile utilization among all phys-
ical nodes in every round over a period of time. 3) Query success ratio, which is defined
as the percentage of successfully routed queries among all queries issued. 4) Query route
length: The average number of hops traversed over the P2P network to reach its desired
destination for an issued query. 5) Stabilization overhead: The total number of packets for
routing table stabilization, measured by counting messages sent in fix finger(), stabilize()
and RFT manage().
The experiments are divided into three sets. In the first set, we show that the simple

pure discard VSM algorithms are effective in most situations. The pure discard VSM
algorithms are important because they can be efficiently implemented in a distributed
manner. In the second set, we show that the adaptive algorithm with combined discard
and creation operations is preferable in situations where the most load balanced system
state is desired. However, the adaptive algorithm can only reap their benefits when
they are implemented on the directory nodes. Finally, in the third set of experiments,
we demonstrate the important role of the active stabilization mechanism when VSs are
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constantly being migrated and created/discarded. In the following, we give more details
on the three sets of experiments.

To explore the performance of the various strategies when faced with heterogeneity
in the workloads, lookup query destinations are generated using Zipf’s distribution with
varying parameters. The queries are issued by physical nodes every second, with rates
ranging between 10 ∼ 40 queries/sec. To create node capacity heterogeneity, node capac-
ities are modeled by the Pareto distribution [24], which is characterized by a shape α and
a scale β parameter. Infinite variance occurs when the shape parameter value is 2, and
that the variance decreases as α value increases. To generate distributions with variance
from∞ to 0, α is varied between 2 and∞. To maintain a fixed mean µ, β values are then
calculated according to Pareto distribution’s formula µ = αβ/(α − 1). The peer churn
process is also generated using Pareto-distributed lifetime process, patterned after [12].
Table 1 lists the parameter values used. The third column lists the default values for each
parameter if not stated.

Table 1. Parameter values used

Parameters Range Default
Number of nodes ∼ 2048 ∼ 2048
Number of queries/second 1 ∼ 40 10
Node birth/death process Pareto Pareto
Average lifetime of physical nodes 15min ∼ 120min 60min
Initial # of VSs/node for all strategies 12 12
αc: shape of node capacity 2.0 ∼ ∞ 2
βc: scale of node capacity 200 ∼ ∞ 200
Lookup Query distribution Zipf 0 ∼ 4.8 Zipf 1.2
period of VSM actions 60sec 60sec

4.2. Experiment results.
A. Performance of Pure Discard VSM Algorithms. We examine the performance of the
simple pure discard VSM algorithms in this section.
A.1. Routing table consistency. Figure 10 depicts routing table consistency results in
terms of the average percentage of erroneous finger table entries versus query rate for
Dir-VSM-ED, Node-VSM-PD, Dir-VSM-CSD and Dir-VSM-M2M algorithms, when the
mean node lifetime is 15 minutes.

First, observe that more finger table entries become erroneous for all three algorithms
as query rate increases. This is not surprising because system stabilization consumes
network bandwidth, too, and therefore, routing table consistency is adversely impacted
by the amount of query traffic in the system. Secondly, observe that both Dir-VSM-
ED and Node-VSM-PD algorithms keep the routing tables in a more consistent state
than Dir-VSM-M2M for all query rates. This is because Dir-VSM-M2M employs many
more VSs and does not employ the active stabilization mechanism. The improvement is
especially significant at high query rates, when routing tables become highly inconsistent
under Dir-VSM-M2M, while Dir-VSM-ED, Dir-VSM-CSD and Node-VSM-PD show much
better resilience to the bandwidth strain under higher query workload.

The results for routing table consistency versus average node lifetime (in minutes) are
shown in Figure 11, when query rate is fixed at 40. Not surprisingly, the higher the churn
rate, the less consistent the routing tables are for all algorithms. For Dir-VSM-M2M, the
original Chord stabilization procedures can cope with node churn reasonably well only
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Figure 10. Percentage of incorrect finger table entries versus query rate

Figure 11. Percentage of incorrect finger table entries versus average node lifetime

when the average node lifetime is longer than 60 minutes. For Dir-VSM-ED, Dir-VSM-
CSD and Node-VSM-PD, they maintain the consistency of the routing tables reasonably
well across the spectrum of node life times.
A.2. Load balance performance under varying system load. With significantly fewer VSs
in our system, the best we can hope for is for our proposals to achieve comparable load
balancing performance. The load balance performance results for the related systems are
illustrated in Figure 12, using the 99 percentile node utilization metric.
Clearly, Dir-VSM-M2M achieves the best load balance performance, while Dir-VSM-

ED and k-choices perform worse at high query rates. Surprisingly, Node-VSM-PD has
exceeded our expectations by achieving comparable load balance performance as Dir-
VSM-M2M, which employs 12 VSs on average on each physical node, while, as will be
shown later, Node-VSM-PD and Dir-VSM-ED employ close to 1 VS on average.
A.3. Average number of VS and query route length. The average number of VSs and
average route length for query lookups results under the various VSM algorithms are
shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. Average number of virtual servers is defined
as the total number of remaining VSs divided by the total number of physical nodes.
Average route length is defined as the average number of hops traversed for successful
query lookups. These reflect the network efficiency of the systems. First, Dir-VSM-M2M
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Figure 12. The 99 percentile node utilization performance

Figure 13. Average number of resulting VS

maintains a relatively stable number of VSs across all query rates, while the average
number of VSs of k-choices grows to 2 orders of magnitude more than the other algorithms
when the query rate is low. The average number of VSs under Dir-VSM-ED, Dir-VSM-
CSD and Node-VSM-PD approaches one VS per node on average. Therefore, these two
policies effectively transform a VS-based system to have the same level of overhead as
non-VS-based systems.

Referring to Figure 14, the average route length of k-choices is much higher than those
of other algorithms when the query rate is small. The Dir-VSM-ED, Dir-VSM-CSD and
Node-VSM-PD have the smallest average route length as a result of the smaller number
of VSs in the system. The savings in network bandwidth usage translates into higher
lookup success ratios, as will be discussed shortly.
A.4. Success ratio performance of pure discard policies. The query success ratio versus
query lookup rate result is plotted in Figure 15. Clearly as query lookup rate increases,
the success ratio decreases because of the heavier workload imposed on the system. What
is interesting is that having less VSs in the system is good for the performance of the
system, as illustrated by the curve for Node-VSM-PD. This is because savings in network
bandwidth from reduced stabilization overhead can be used for useful data, resulting in
higher query success ratio.
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A.5. Resilience to heterogeneous workload conditions. We evaluate the resilience per-
formance of the pure discard VSM policies when the network exhibits heterogeneity in
workload, and when the workload may shift dynamically in the network in this section.
First, Figure 16 depicts the query success ratio performance of the relevant VSM poli-
cies when the workload exhibits degrees of skew in Zipfian distribution, where larger Zipf
values denote more skewed workload.

Figure 14. Average route length

Figure 15. Success ratio performance

We first observe that the success ratios decrease as the workload becomes more hetero-
geneous. This is because more skewed workload causes the query destination to become
more concentrated. Therefore, the network bandwidth of the destination node and neigh-
boring nodes becomes more easily exhausted. Secondly, M2M-like systems, including
Dir-VSM-M2M, Node-VSM-PD and Node-VSM-ED, achieve higher success ratios than
k-choices because of the inclusion of the directory nodes, enabling them to find the largest
capacity node to sustain the query workload quickly. Finally, Node-VSM-PD achieves the
highest success ratio across all workload heterogeneity scenarios, as it retains the advan-
tages of M2M-like systems, while requiring very few VSs.
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Figure 16. Success ratio performance under various degrees of workload heterogeneity

B. Performance of the Adaptive VSM Algorithm. In the previous section, it is see that
the pure discard algorithms are not competitive in terms of 99th percentile utilization, due
mainly to the minimal number of VSs used in the system. Therefore, when load balance
performance is of the highest priority, it is necessary to employ algorithms that can create
VSs adaptively according to system utilizations. In this section, we demonstrate that the
adaptive VSM algorithm (Node-VSM-Adaptive), can achieve the load balance objective.
B.1. The average number of VSs performance of Dir-VSM-Adaptive. The average num-
ber of VSs in the system under Dir-VSM-Adaptive, Node-VSM-PD and Dir-VSM-M2M
policies is depicted in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Aaverage number of VS vs query rate under Dir-VSM-Adaptive

It can be seen that as query rate increases, the population of VSs also increases under
Dir-VSM-Adaptive. The VS creation strategy in Dir-VSM-Adaptive is obviously effec-
tive, creating more VSs when needed as system workload grows. In addition, the rate
of increase is positively correlated to the value of the γ parameter. Having more VSs is
important for load balancing purposes, as more VSs are needed when system utilization
is high.
B.2. The load-balance performance of Dir-VSM-Adaptive. Figure 18 depicts the 99th
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Figure 18. 99th percentile utilization vs query rate

percentile utilization results for Dir-VSM-Adaptive, with several parameter settings, and
Dir-VSM-M2M. We first observe that, under Dir-VSM-Adaptive, when VSs are adaptively
created in more aggressive manner, γ = 70 or γ = 100, the 99th percentile utilization im-
proves accordingly across the whole spectrum of query rates, confirming previous finding
that more VSs are needed for better load balance. It is interesting to note that Dir-
VSM-Adaptive’s load balance performance is very close to that of Dir-VSM-M2M, which
employs more VSs. It is conceivable that if we had created the VSs in an even more
aggressive manner, we would have been able to match the load balance performance of
Dir-VSM-M2M. As it is, the performance of Dir-VSM-Adaptive has reached very good
load balance performance.
B.3. Query success ratio performance under varying system utilizations. The query suc-
cess ratio performance results are shown in Figure 19. The results are similar to the
pure discard case. Again, as query success is closely related to the number of VSs in
the system, it can be seen that systems with fewer VSs outperform those with more VSs.
Therefore, Node-VSM-PD performs the best and Dir-VSM-M2M performs the worst. Dir-
VSM-Adaptive’s performance is between the two extremes, as expected.
C. Impact and Overheads of the Active Stabilization Mechanism. The original Chord
stabilization protocol exchanges packets periodically with finger table neighbors to main-
tain the consistency of finger tables. The stabilization procedure is implemented in the
fix finger() and stabilize() modules. With the introduction of the RFT mechanism, im-
plemented in RFT manage(), it is important to understand its benefits and the incurred
additional overhead for each node. Note that, since the total number of VSs in the
system is reduced in our proposed schemes, the total amount of stabilization overhead
should be less than the original M2M’s. In this section, we examine the impact of the RFT
mechanism on routing state consistency versus query rate, and the incurred additional
overheads.
We have also investigated the impact of RFT mechanism in other scenarios, for exam-

ple, versus node lifetime. The results also confirm the importance of the RFT mechanism.
However, those results are not included due to paper length consideration.
C.1. Impact of RFT mechanism on routing state consistency. The impact of the RFT
mechanism on routing state consistency is measured in terms of the average percentage of
incorrect finger table entries. The results under the relevant VSM algorithms, with and
without inclusion of the RFT mechanism versus varying query rate are shown in Figure
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Figure 19. Query success percentage vs query rate

20. The finger table error percentage is obtained by examining the state of the finger
tables every simulation second. The average node lifetime is 15 minutes. For Dir-VSM-
Adaptive, and when the query rate is 40, the percentage of erroneous finger table entries
is less than 8% with the inclusion of the RFT mechanism, and reaches 27% without RFT.
The impact on the Node-VSM-PD policy is similar. Therefore, the RFT mechanism is
essential to the effectiveness of our proposals, since we create and delete VSs more fre-
quently than the original Chord protocol.
C.2. Stabilization message overhead analysis. The breakdown of the stabilization over-
head into fix finger(), stabilize() and RFT manage() categories for Node-VSM-PD and
Dir-VSM-Adaptive algorithms is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 20. Percentage of incorrect finger table entries with and without RFT

First, note that RFT manage() requires less overhead packets as fix finger() and sta-
bilize() when the query rate is low, but requires about the same number of packets as
fix finger() and stabilize() combined when the query rate is high. Second, when query
rate is high, the total stabilization overhead is around only 1% of total packets, which is
about an order of magnitude smaller than when query rate is lower. This is because the in-
crease in number of data packets significantly outpaces stabilization packets. Thirdly, the
Dir-VSM-Adaptive algorithm requires more overhead packets than Node-VSM-PD when
the query rate is high because of larger number of VSs employed. However, the total
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Figure 21. Overhead percentage for Node VSM PD, Dir-VSM-Adaptive
(γ = 70) policies

stabilization overhead in both schemes is minimal, while being very effective in main-
taining the consistency of the routing state of the system, as demonstrated in previous
experiments.

5. Conclusions and Future Work. We have presented a number of virtual server
management algorithms whose inclusion into migration-based load balancing schemes
makes these schemes truly practical, circumventing the major obstacle faced by these
schemes. In particular, we demonstrate the overall effectiveness of the Node-VSM-PD
algorithm to achieve good query rate success ratio and acceptable system load balance
with minimal overhead, and the power of the Dir-VSM-adaptive algorithm to achieve
excellent system workload balance when load balance of utmost importance.
As future work, we intend to investigate the following issues. First, we have assumed

that VS migration incurs no costs since the objective for load balance is network band-
width in this paper. However, the migration cost may be high when the objective for
balance is storage objects, as objects may have to moved physically between nodes. This
scenario is important in, for example, distributed information retrieval systems, which
must store and migrate posting lists [23].
Secondly, with respect to virtual-server management, maintaining a cache of known

node capacities by directory nodes and being prudent in VS discard has not proven to
be competitive to eager discard policies. This result is expected but the amount of VS
reduction is lower than intuitively possible. We plan to investigate this issue further
and propose remedies to improve the cache-based schemes as a basis for more prudent
approaches for VSM.
Thirdly, the Dir-VSM-adaptive scheme is controlled by a system parameter γ. It pro-

vides an indication of how hard the system should try to create VSs in the face of insuf-
ficient VSs. However, for a parameter value, the extent to which the workload may be
balanced not obvious. It would be nice if users can specify a desired degree of desired
load balance, and the system can figure out the proper parameter to use. Methods for
automatic determination of the γ parameter setting would be very useful and are a fruitful
future research topic.
Finally, we intend to extend our results by including security considerations, based

on the works in [4,6,10]. The security issues are not addressed in this paper, but are
important when the results in our work are deployed in the real world.
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